
 

DroefMeeting Minutes – June 5th, 2018 

1. Opening 

Arta (107) took us on a short meditation journey for a couple of minutes. Once everyone relaxed a bit,                   

four unknown Idealis/WUR attendees quickly introduced themselves. Luc (37) asked the droevies, but no              

one had any remarks about the previous meeting minutes. 

2. Pilot, small-scale energy delivering student housing combined with multidisciplinary         

research (Idealis new initiative) 

Sylvie Deenen (Idealis director) speaks. As the number of students is increasing, Idealis have the firm                

objective of providing with more student housing in the near future. Since Idealis is a social housing                 

company, they believe it is important to keep the rent affordable. She mentions that they understand the                 

benefits of having a social place, like the common barrack, for our social relationships. However, they                

want us to realize that by giving us a common barrack they are not earning as much as they could, since                     

they could just have another house instead. She talks about the fact that Droevendaal is not a really                  

profitable student complex for them because there are only a couple of hundreds of students in a vast                  

amount of surface. 

Because they know Droevendaal is a special place, and they want to keep it that way, Idealis wants to                   

initiate a new project in droef, starting in September 2018. They want droef to become the most                 

sustainable student housing in the Netherlands, being energetically self-sufficient and even potentially            

having a positive energetic impact (that is, provide energy to other student housings). In order to do                 

that, they want to start a process in line with the residents’ interests and with the collaboration of the                   

Droevendaal inhabitants, as well as from Wageningen (MSc, PhD) students and maybe even teachers. 

What they have in mind at the moment (but they are very open to negotiate) is a building for around                    

10-15 people with new technologies that allow for it to be energy-neutral/positive, definitely not a new                

star building. They shall divide the process in many steps, some of which will be valuable for doing an                   

internship. These steps, as she put it, will be very different in nature and might also be research                  

questions. The first step/question will probably be how to carry the project while keeping the residents                

pleased. They expect the process to generate a lot of useful insights which can be useful for some of                   

their other housing complexes. She emphasizes, many times; Idealis wants us to help them, they want                

that we do it together with them. She doesn’t know when it will be finished, but she hopes it can be done                      

by 2023. 

She suggested that, for now, an ideal location to build it would be the droef field. As people’s opposition                   

materialized in screams and battle cries, she realized that the location might be a rather tricky point to                  

deal with. Many people explained: the field is a physical space which allows us to come together, where                  

we gather, jam, dance, play and so on. Seeking for an alternative will be key for the feasibility of the                    

project. As Idealis put it, they’re very open to listen to our thoughts; Arta (107) suggested building it as                   

a new 85 or 109 (see map, page 4). The attendees seemed to like this alternative better –it’s still an                    

open question, though. Idealis let us know that it might be very hard to buy new land for the project, as                     

it is very expensive and not really profitable, and apparently our neighboring communities might not be                

happy about droef expanding further. 

Malte (103) asked whether Idealis could not improve the sustainability within the already built houses in                

droef, instead of building a new house. Idealis replied that new materials and things are more efficient                 

than the old technologies which we can use in the already existing buildings. Lycille (89) asks, wouldn’t it                  

be easier to place small-sized objects in the whole droef which provide with energy (such as solar                 

panels)? Idealis replied they can’t do that, as they are not an energy company, according to the                 

government, so they must focus the project on building housing. 

Quite a few times she emphasized the fact that the added value of the project is not only the                   

sustainability objectives, but working together (Idealis-droef) and creating projects for students. They            
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could prepare an ACT project for period 1 (September 2018) so that students –including not droefies-                

can apply. Arta (107) suggests we can do something similar to the GreenHouseChallenge. We could               

literally have ACT students presenting their work/projects in the common barrack and if we like it we give                  

green light to Idealis. 

A droef inhabitant states: the story seems a bit contradictory; while Idealis mentioned the need of more                 

student rooms, why would they want to invest in such a low-profit project? Idealis: we believe it will be a                    

project from which we all will learn, both Idealis and droefy participants, and we think we will get                  

(metaphorical) energy from it, as it will be gratifying to work in such a positive environment. 

Idealis already asked for volunteers. A few people raised hands. The consensus is that we will contact                 

Idealis with a team of interested people. Idealis wants to start the thinking in few weeks, as they want to                    

start the project on September.  

3. A chat with Eugene – Droevendaal’s caretaker 

Eugene noted; he recently performed the hygiene inspection and everything went properly; he             

congratulates us. However, he noticed there are many old, rusty, broken bikes which should be taken                

away from droef. Restore, a company in Ede, can pick up as many wants as we give them, and they can                     

generate new bikes for the sake of sustainability (no profit for us besides getting rid of thrashed bikes). 

Apparently, Sebastian had something in mind for the bikes, but Eugene would very much appreciate               

quick action. Discussion will be engaged with Sebastian and if nothing particular is planned for the                

immediate future we will take action and organize the thrash-bike disposal, communicating it to Eugene               

within one or two weeks. 

Luc (37) tells Eugene that the emergency lights are way too bright, and the color of the light is not nice.                     

Eugene will ask whether Idealis can replace the lights for different-colored ones. Eugene says: next year,                

during a bigger project, sensors will be installed for the outdoor lights to make them automatic. 

During the summer we will get a new rainwater system. Some houses in the center of droef (pond?) will                   

get solar panels. He explains: Idealis will test a new shower-ventilating system in two pilot houses. Lily                 

(97) asks: why doesn’t Idealis fix the current ventilation systems, as it appears to be a problem in many                   

houses? Eugene was not aware of it, and asks us to please email him if this is the case in our house. 

4. Droevendaal groups, things & stuff 

Green group: A group will come on Saturday to eradicate invasive species. More info            

will come. Idealis needs the Green group to meet and help them out to clean the ditches. They will need                    

people to prepare lunch for the team participating in such an adventure; Eugene asks for volunteers to                 

prepare lunch for about 10 people. 

Garbage group: The garbage group informs us; asbestos was used in the past as            

insulating material to build chicken coops. Up to date, some of the chicken coops might still contain                 

asbestos. As it is known to cause serious health hazards in humans, make sure to inspect your chicken                  

coop and communicate it if you have asbestos so we can safely dispose of it. 

The purpose of the table in front of the mailboxes is strictly to serve as a food-sharing platform. Please,                   

do not use it to dispose of cups or other random items you think people might want. Be aware of your                     

waste and its existence. Your thrash can be someone else’s treasure, but not really. Very often it is still                   

thrash, especially if you put it in random places. 

Every once in a long while, the municipality organizes the collection of chemical waste in droef. However,                 

it might not be enough, since last time it happened (this week) there was a really big amount of stuff.                    

Lily (97) proposes: what if we organize our chemical waste and take it ourselves to the municipality, say                  

once per month? Everyone likes the idea, but the team might need a car to fulfill the task. 
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Give-away shop: The place is very, absolutely, way too messy. People do not follow the             

right principle. The take-away shop is exclusively to give away nice clothes or books that one doesn’t                 

use. It is not a place where one can get rid of old items we don’t want anymore. Mara (51) and Arta                      

(107) will try to engage in an initiative in which different houses help, periodically, to clean the place.                  

Inge (49) might organize some audiovisuals to raise awareness. 

Common Barrack group: Eli (65) notes; the common barrack is sometimes used later than           

22:00h, which is not allowed. Especially when bands rehearse, it can be very annoying for us and our                  

neighbors. Please, do not use the common barrack after 22:00h. The common barrack team will               

reinforce the efforts to make sure this doesn’t happen. In September, the team will evaluate the needs of                  

the common barrack and perhaps new tasks and/or responsibilities are created. Stay tuned! 

Neighborly stuff: Lycille (89) states they had recent complaints about one of their parties            

from outsider neighbors. She reminds us that it is very important to properly communicate about parties,                

not only within droef, but also to our neighbors (trailer camp) when possible, for instance by giving flyers                  

away. Even too much smoke from campfires might inconvenience sensitive neighbors, so try to be very                

considerate in all of your actions. Luc (37) reinforces: if we make a party, we absolutely need to inform                   

the neighbors, at the very least in droef, which doesn’t occur enough. 

Lily (97) states her skepticism regarding the neighborly considerations, as they thrash one of our roads                

with fireworks every year, as well as with dog poop frequently (Celia et al., 43). We clearly lack a                   

mediator between the two worlds who can help us build a better relationship. We already have a very                  

particular relationship with them; they have many children and we throw many parties, which don’t mix                

together very well (especially for those who have the children). Hence, they already do accept a lot from                  

us. It might be an idea to invite them for the DroefGathering or perhaps invite some of them to the next                     

DroefMeeting, so we can hear their thoughts regarding some important issues. 

5. Droevendaal projects 

DreamFields: Momo (103) has been thinking for a while: He wants to bring back to              

life the DreamFields night, where every house in the field throws a party, and hence we have 5 parties in                    

the field with radically different music styles. After the meeting, some people handed their email to                

Momo in order to participate. If you want to participate, send him a message via FB or go look for him in                      

103. It is to determine when such DreamFields event can take place: some people think the                

DroefGathering night might be a great occasion, some don’t. Discussion is open! 

DroefGathering: Marta (35) is in the committee, and they are looking for droefies who             

can share their talent, art-related. Perhaps an exhibition, maybe a workshop. If you have any ideas,                

contact Marta (35), Maroon (105) or Anaïs (51). 

DroefSauna: Mathieu (51) and Arthur (universe) have been working hard during the           

last couple of weeks, and the DroefSauna is almost ready. Mathieu is talking to Idealis about the project,                  

as it is still not entirely clear whether it can actually happen or not. Idealis seems somewhat open                  

towards the idea of the sauna, but there are technical issues to be considered, like heating and                 

electricity, which can raise problems. Luc (37) mentions it is not really clear whether the sauna can in                  

fact be there at all. In any case, negotiations will take place on June 22nd. Stay tuned. 

DroefDinner: Eli (65) wants to organize a massive DroefDinner! Maybe by the end of             

summer, when people are back. Perhaps in the main road, setting up a large number of long tables, in                   

order to have a very long table and the whole droevendaal having dinner in the same place. Arta (107)                   

says Noor (105) might be interested in helping with the organization. Those interested, go to Eli at 65! 

- The End -  
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Notes taken by Max (67).  

Attendees by the start of the meeting: 30~ droevies, Eugene and other 4 Idealis/WUR warriors.  

Attendees noted by the end of the meeting:  

31  33  35 Marta 37 

Cecilia 

Kari-Anne 

Luc 

39  

41 Rolinde 43 Celia 45  47  49 
Inge 

Julia 

51 Mara 53  55 Ellen* 57  59  

61   65 
Eli 

Maarten 
67 Max 69  

71   79  

81 Roman  87  89 Lycille 

91 Rachel 93  95 Jordi 97 Lily 99  

101 Leonardo 103 

Jens 

Malte 

Momo 

105  107 

Arta 

Maura 

Ramon 
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